Thermodynamics and mechanism of protonated asparagine decomposition.
Deamidation of the amino acid asparagine (Asn) is a primary route for spontaneous post-translational protein modification biologically and is a pH dependent process. Here we present a full molecular description of the deamidation and (H(2)O + CO) loss reactions of protonated asparagine, H(+)(Asn), by studying its collision-induced dissociation (CID) with Xe using a guided ion beam (GIB) tandem mass spectrometer. Analysis of the kinetic energy-dependent CID cross sections provides the 0 K barriers for the deamidation and (H(2)O + CO) loss reactions after accounting for unimolecular decay rates, internal energy of reactant ions, multiple ion-molecule collisions, and competition among the decay channels. Relaxed potential energy surface scans performed at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level identify the transition-state (TS) and intermediate reaction species for these processes, structures that are further optimized at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level. Intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations are also performed at this level on the rate-limiting reaction TSs to validate the molecular details and energy dependence of these species. Single point energies of the key optimized TSs and intermediates are calculated at B3LYP, B3P86, and MP2(full) levels using a 6-311+G(2d,2p) basis set. A number of alternative high-energy mechanisms for (H(2)O + CO) loss from H(+)(Asn) are also investigated. Combining both experimental work and quantum chemical calculations allows for a complete characterization of the elementary steps of these reactions as well as a comprehensive evaluation of the complex behavior of the deamidation reaction.